
Connect SoCal Adoption & 
PEIR Mitigation Measures



•

•

• Consider the short and long-term impacts of COVID-19;

• Work with local jurisdictions to make refinements to the Plan’s Growth 
Forecast in relation to entitlements;

• Identify and quantify all differences within the SCS and locally approved 
General Plans

Recap of May 7, 2020 Actions



•

•

• In compliance with California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)

• Technical refinements resulted in minimal impacts to Plan performance; 
still achieve federal air quality conformity and meet the State’s greenhouse 
gas reduction targets 

• Includes clarifications and modification to some measures from 
stakeholder input received after the original PEIR commenting period. 

Recap of September 3rd actions
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Connect SoCal PEIR as a Tiering Document
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Connect SoCal PEIR Scope of Environmental Effects
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Agriculture and Forestry 



Agriculture and Forestry 
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Agriculture and Forestry 
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Agriculture and Forestry 



Biological Resources



Biological Resources
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Biological Resources
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Project Level Mitigation Measures



Project Level Mitigation Measures



Project Level Mitigation Measures:



Biological Resources



Biological Resources
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▪



Questions?

To learn more about Connect SoCal and the PEIR, please visit: 
http://connectsocal.org

http://connectsocal.org/


SoCal Greenprint
Update to the SCAG Natural and Working Lands Group

Elizabeth Hiroyasu, Science Lead
The Nature Conservancy

October 15, 2020



Goal of the SoCal Greenprint
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To protect, restore, and enhance natural lands, public greenspace, working 
lands, and water resources and the benefits they provide to people and nature throughout 
the SCAG region.

The Greenprint provides relevant data and analyses to help prioritize and conserve our 
valued natural assets and working lands, ensure access to urban green spaces for all, and 
guide development to avoid conflicts with nature.

The Greenprint will support stakeholders in integrating public open space, natural and 
working lands resources into land use, conservation, and infrastructure plans and projects.



Project Timeline
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Project Update
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Key Users of the Greenprint:

Infrastructure 
agencies

Conservation 
practitioners

Community-
based 

organizations

Developers Planners - town, 
city, county, tribal



Steering Committee 
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Stakeholder Newsletter
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Science Update
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• Themes

• Metrics

• Rapid Assessments

• Advisory Committee Meeting



Themes



Themes provide a structure to organize the 
data in the Greenprint. This allows users to 
quickly and easily access the information 
relevant to their project. With themes, users 
will be able to look at groups of data together 
and understand how they might impact their 
proposed project.

Common themes across all analyses



• Agriculture

• Conservation/biodiversity/habitat

• Community and equity

• Infrastructure and the built environment

• Risks and resilience

• Water

Climate Change, urban greening, and equity are likely to be cross-cutting and 
represented across all themes

Proposed Greenprint Themes



• 194 different themes identified by advisors (162 unique)

• 70 topics

• 7 Science advisors

• 7 strategic advisors

• 7 Steering committee members

• 6 core team members

Methods: Full data set
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• Health, Equity, Access, and Community

• Biodiversity and Habitat

• Connectivity

• Agriculture

• Water

• Built Environment: Transportation, Housing, Jobs

• Resilience, Threats, and Nature-based solutions

Cross cutting:
Green Infrastructure (existing and need)
Additional equity metric across themes (% resource within DAC)

Themes Proposal 2



Methods 2: Themes analysis

Biodiversity vs. Habitat
Collapsed to single theme – similar composition

Water vs Transporation
NOT collapsed – unique composition

Further collapse 'like' themes



After all the card/theme manipulation – several cards still were spread across 
themes. Height represents # of themes a card was found in - magnitude of disagreement Top 4 topics of theme 

disagreement

• Green Infrastructure

• Opportunities for tree 

planting

• Canopy Cover

• Green Zones

'Green Infrastructure' like 
topics seems to be cross-
cutting
Participants sorted into 
the most different themes

Methods 2: Cross-cutting topics



Metrics



One of the roles of a Greenprint is to act as a ‘bridge’ between the data creators and practitioners

Data Metric

Data Creators / 
Academics, 
Researchers

Data Users / 
Practitioners

Metrics: Background



Example: The Bay Area Greenprint curates and delivers ‘Climate Water Deficit’ projection 
data into a metric on ‘how climate change may impact food production’

Data Metric

The term climatic water 

deficit defined by Stephenson 

(1998) is quantified as the 

amount of water by which 

potential evapotranspiration 

(PET) exceeds actual 
evapotranspiration (AET).

Data: climate water deficit

A warmer and/or drier climate may require additional 
irrigation to maintain the same crop in the same location.

In  your area, 168,904 acre-feet per year of additional 
irrigation will be needed to offset climate change under the 
‘hotter, drier’ scenario and 65,362 acre-feet per year of 
additional irrigation will be needed under the ‘warmer 
wetter’ scenario.

Metric in the Bay Area 
Greenprint:

How will climate change impact food production?

http://climate.calcommons.org/bib/actual-evapotranspiration-and-deficit-biologically-meaningful-correlates-vegetation-distribution


Metrics provide interpretation and context to make data useful, 
understandable, and influential to our users

Question to consider as we evaluate types of metrics:

How can we deliver data so it will influence the way a 
key-user makes a decision?

Metrics: Background



There are X acres of urban heat island

X acres of this area are priorities for street 
tree planting

Tree canopy is inequitably distributed in 
this area

Planting street trees in this area can 
address urban heat islands, help 
sequester air pollutants, and can start 
to address the inequitable distribution 
of tree canopy

Descriptive metrics provide just the facts.  
The user then will bring their own values 
and toolset to the Greenprint to determine 
what action to take. 

Action-oriented metrics may suggest actions 
a user can take based on quantities of 
resources and geographic and jurisdictional 
context

Descriptive Metrics vs Action Oriented Metrics



Is the quantity locally or regionally significant?

Quantity of resource 
in area of interest 
within watershed

Quantity of 
resource in area 
of interest in 
landscape unit

Quantity of 
resource in area 
of interest in 
county

Quantity of 
resource in area 
of interest in 
SCAG region

60 % of feature 90% of feature 30% of feature 3% of feature



68,000 acresHow much 
prime farmland?

Is that a lot?
More than half of the  
county’s prime farmland

EXAMPLE:

Is the quantity locally or regionally significant?



Does the landscape context make the impact significant?

Protected 
land

Ag landUrban



Local

Does the landscape context make the impact significant?

EXAMPLE:



Local

In Context A:

Does the landscape context make the impact significant?

EXAMPLE:



Local

In Context B:

Does the landscape context make the impact significant?

EXAMPLE:



Regionally significant? Neighborhood Context? Protected? At Risk? Historic Trend?

Historic Context

Inequitable Distribution?
Equivalence? Threshold?Desired Future?

Local Interest? Who works here? Climate change impacts?

How can we deliver data so it will influence the way a key-user makes a decision?



Rapid Assessments

An early case-study exercise to help us design the Greenprint to meet the needs of our 
targeted user groups and on-the-ground practitioners.

They are conducted early in the development/design process to gather concrete feedback 
from key users on:

1) the information proposed to be in the Greenprint for a real-world use-case, and

2) how that information is analyzed and communicated

What's next?

29



Joint Science & Strategy Advisory Committee Meeting

• November 5, 2020
• Advisors will work in teams to create a mock 

conservation assessment
• Provide feedback on themes, metrics, and data

What's next?



Thank you! Any questions please reach out!

e.h.hiroyasu@tnc.org



SCAG Natural and Working Lands Working Group Update

October 15, 2020

www.climatesciencealliance.org/cwc

Planning for climate-ready landscapes in SoCal

Megan Jennings, Research Ecologist, SDSU





Planning context

Regional plan updates

Hazard mitigation and disaster planning

General Plan updates

Climate Action Plans

Climate Adaptation Plans

Natural Community Conservation Plans/Habitat 

Conservation Plans

Implementation of all of the above





• Wildland-urban interface

• WUI resilience

• Watershed based approach

Study Area





Technical Advisory Group

3-4 Meetings between June 2020 and Feb 2021

Topics to Address:

• Planning framework for climate resiliency 
(Fire, Water, Biodiversity, Carbon Sequestration)

• Data Review and Development (October 22 & November 19)

• Planning Tool Development and Review



Planning 

Document

Plan Level
Direct 

Mandate?

Fulfills 

Another 

Mandate?

Affects 

Access to 

Funding?
Local Region State

General Plans Y N Y

Regional Transportation Plans N N Y

Hazard Mitigation Plans N N Y

Climate Action Plans N Y Y

Climate Adaptation Plans N Y Y

Natural Community Conservation 

Plans N Y Y

Habitat Conservation Plans N Y Y

Planning 

Document

Plan Level
Direct 

Mandate?

Fulfills 

Another 

Mandate?

Affects 

Access to 

Funding?
Local Region State

General Plans Y N Y

Regional Transportation Plans N N Y

Hazard Mitigation Plans N N Y

Climate Action Plans N Y Y

Climate Adaptation Plans N Y Y

Natural Community Conservation 

Plans N Y Y

Habitat Conservation Plans N Y Y

Planning Integration



Wildfire Assessment

• Burn area & fire history

• Distribution & expansion of non-native herbaceous 
vegetation

• Regional post-fire chaparral drought vulnerability

• Patterns of fire damage by home price

• Effects of herb expansion on biodiversity and fire regime



Wildfire Assessment

Herbaceous Cover Change
Chaparral drought 

vulnerability

% Change between averages 
from 1984-1988 & 2015-2019



• Flow, production, & loading

• Flow volume, depth, and anomalies, water quality, water supply

• Time series and maps under future disturbance scenarios 

• Risk characterization at the watershed scale

• Evaluate impacts on habitat from changes in water availability and water 
quality under future scenarios

Watershed Assessment



Watershed Assessment



• Connectivity: condition of regional landscape linkages

• Climate refugia: extreme temperature and drought refugia

• Recreation: planning for access that minimizes conservation 
impacts

• Carbon sequestration: above- & below-ground carbon stocks

Biodiversity & Conserved Lands



Climate Resilient Connectivity



Climate Refuges
Historic frequency 

Extreme temperature (90th %tile)
Projected frequency 

Extreme water deficit (90th %tile)

Percent of years 1980 – 2019 Percent of years 2019 – 2089 
(HadGEM ES climate model)





PotentialCurrent

Recreational RefugiaRecreational Refugia





Meaningful Engagement
ART & 

COMMUNITY

CLIMATE KIDS



Meaningful Engagement

March 2021



https://www.climatesciencealliance.org/cwc

mjennings@sdsu.edu



San Bernardino County
Regional Conservation Investment Strategy - Update

October 2020



SBC RCIS – Brief History  

• Habitat Conservation Framework 
planning in the County began in 2014, 
prior to establishment of the State RCIS 
Program

• Evolved into an RCIS in 2016, and a 
Preliminary Draft was released to the 
public in 2018, and a public meeting was 
held in March 2019.

• SBCTA sought and received WCB grant 
funding for RCIS completion in 2020.

https://www.gosbcta.com/wp-
content/uploads/2019/08/SBC_RCI
S_Draft_December_018.pdf

https://www.gosbcta.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/SBC_RCIS_Draft_December_018.pdf


SBC RCIS – Next Phase 

• Re-Engagement
• RCIS Steering Committee
• EE Group (Stakeholders and the 

Public)
• Dedicated webpage and 

webmapping

• Revising the Preliminary Draft to 
address latest State RCIS Guidelines
• RCIS Area revision
• Focal Species list update
• Climate change vulnerability 

• RCIS review and finalization



SBC RCIS

•Opportunities to get Involved:
• Next EE Group Meeting: Tentatively scheduled for Dec 2.

• To get on the SBC RCIS email list, contact:
• Mike Howard at mhoward@dudek.com

or
• Josh Lee at jlee@gosbcta.com

mailto:mhoward@dudek.com
mailto:jlee@gosbcta.com


October 15, 2020

Scott Fleury, Ph.D.
Conservation Biologist

Antelope Valley
Regional Conservation 
Investment Strategy

SCAG Natural Lands Working Group Update
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Location of AV RCIS:
Conservation Values Map to Guide Priority Conservation Areas

Biological Values

Terrestrial Intactness 
+



Status of the Antelope Valley RCIS
§ February 2019: Submitted to CDFW for Completeness Review

§ March 2019: CDFW Letter determined RCIS incomplete

§ October 2019: Resubmitted to CDFW for 2nd Completeness Review

§ November 2019: CDFW Letter determined RCIS is complete 

§ December 13, 2019: Public Review initiated (60-day review period)

§ December 23, 2019: Local jurisdictions notified in writing

–At least 60 days prior to submitting final RCIS

–Allowed minimum of 30 days to comment

§ February 10, 2020: End of Public Review period

§ June – September 2020: Tribal outreach and coordination

§ August 2020: Receive CDFW adequacy comments

3

Integrating Public and CDFW Comments,  
Gearing up to address and revise the RCIS



Overview of CDFW Adequacy Review Comments
§ Total CDFW Comments = 160

– Required changes to RCIS = 110
– Suggested changes to RCIS = 50

§ Comments were similar in nature to what we received on other 
RCISs

§ None of the comments were novel and troubling. (i.e., indicating 
a new/different interpretation of the CFGC or Guidelines that 
would require adding or reformulating the RCIS). 

10/15/20 4



Integration of Tribal Concerns

§Fernandeño Tataviam Band of Mission Indians
§San Manuel Band of Mission Indians
§Tejon Indian Tribe

§ Held mini workshop meetings and outreach phone calls
§ Answer questions regarding the AV RCIS
§ Listen to understand concerns
–Protection of Cultural resources and sacred sites
–AV RCIS can benefit tribal resource protection if RCIS implementation is coordinated 

with tribes

§ Process to integrate tribal awareness and sensitivity into RCIS
–Description of each tribe and history in the planning area
–Opportunities and process by which tribes can actively participate in the RCIS
–Process by which other RCIS uses coordinate with the tribes when implementing an 

MCA and/or MCA/protected area management

10/15/20 5



Schedule to Finalize the Antelope Valley RCIS
§ February 2019: Submitted to CDFW for Completeness Review

§ March 2019: CDFW Letter determined RCIS incomplete

§ October 2019: Resubmitted to CDFW for 2nd Completeness Review

§ November 2019: CDFW Letter determined RCIS is complete 

§ December 13, 2019: Public Review initiated (60-day review period)

§ December 23, 2019: Local jurisdictions notified in writing

–At least 60 days prior to submitting final RCIS

–Allowed minimum of 30 days to comment

§ February 10, 2020: End of Public Review period

§ June – September 2020: Tribal outreach and coordination

§ August 2020: Receive CDFW adequacy comments

§ Fall 2020: Address public and CDFW comments

§ Winter 2020/21:  Final RCIS Submitted to CDFW
6


